
Sortation Associate

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

To work in a career oriented and challenging environment. Promoting personal growth and uplift 
professional development. Placing prescription bags into a tote for delivery to the patient or retail 
pharmacy, once accuracy has been verified by a pharmacist. Swapping totes between waves. 
Verifying prescriptions in totes for shipping accuracy. Assisting with loading completed totes into 
courier vehicles.

Skills

Microsoft Word, Excel, Power Point, Typing 80, Bartenders License.

Work Experience

Sortation Associate
ABC Corporation  August 2016 – 2022 
 Sorted packages based on size and destination, it can be a little like Tetris with boxes, 

envelopes and pallets.
 Built pallets, wrapping pallets, transporting pallets with pallet jack, and sorting packages and 

pallets.
 Did someone say pallets You can handle packages from small envelopes to boxes ranging up 

to 49 pounds.
 Operated carts, dollies, hand trucks and other moving equipment to move large quantities of 

merchandise.
 Potential opportunity to operated PIT equipment, special training is offered to associates 

based on interest and availability.
 Manually wrapping finished pallets, which means moving in a sideways, circular motion 

several times in a row.
 Got your head on straight, we think you can handle it.

Sortation Associate
Delta Corporation  2010 – 2016 
 Sorted and scanned packaged according to its designated area.
 In my position here at amazon, I place boxes on correct pallets to be shipped out daily.
 Unload trucks , sort packages carefully making sure that they go in the right direction on 

sortation belts, also I am in constant use of hht gun .
 Receiving Packages Scanning Packages Moving Pallets Unloading &amp; Loading.
 Handle packages from small envelopes to boxes and sort them on pallets.
 Scanned packages and stored them away in their bins.
 Sorting packages based on size and destination.

Education

High School Diploma
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